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In this note, we study the slopes of meson and baryon trajectories, on the basis of the same multi-local model. We shall assume that the force constant of the Hooketype potential depends on each constituent rest mass, in the sense that the constituents should be still composite and the potential energy of a quark is summed over the potential energy of the "sub-quarks".
In the bilocal case, D • 2 > we assume the mutual potential to be
where ~"(-r) is a relative coordinate of two constituents. -r is an arbitrary evolution parameter of the system, and n;2 is an universal constant. m 1 and m 2 are constant parameters and we can show that these parameters ma (a= 1, 2) represent the rest mass of each constituent which moves rigidly rotating in the no interaction limit such that /C2~0. Then we find that the meson slopes are This is derived by the same method of previous papers. Ge V (a/= 0.33 or 0.50). This value practically coincides with Igi's p.~;ediction 4 > which was derived by the use of factorization property of Regge slopes. Equation (2) shows that the meson slopes become smaller with the increase of the constituent rest masses.
Next, the trilocal modeJ2> is described by Xtt (-r) and two relative coordinates ~ir) (-r) (r= 1, 2), and the Lagrangian is given by
where
is a scalar function of ~cr> (-r) ·~cs> (-r) and r 1 and r 2 are constant parameters. This
Lagrangian is singular, so that there exist constraints which impose relations among ~f~l (-r), these canonical conjugate momenta rrir) (-r) and the total momentum Ptt (r).
Here we use the Hamiltonian methodY For the consistency of constraints we have the following constraints: (/)o=P 2 (-r) +rrzrJ (-r)/rr +rrz2) (-r)/r2+ U=O, 
The Hamiltonian can be taken to be H = vofbo, where v 0 is determined when the scale of r is fixed. In order to make the physical meaning clear, we connect X~t(r) and ~frJ(r) to three constituent coordinates (r) (a =1,2,3) by X"(r)=Li~~~Cmalm)x(aJ(r), ~~\l(r) =xfiJ(r) -xib(r) and
where m= Li~~lma.
We now assume that U is the Hooketype potential
The constant parameter tc 3 is universal.
If we fix the gauge to v 0 = (2m:) -1 and take the parameters to r 1 = m1md {m (m1 +m2)} and rz=ma(m1+m2)lm 2 , the Hamiltonian is given by
where Pi~l (r) are conjugate momenta of x(aJ(r). The equations of motion become X 1 '(r)=0, and ~(rJ(r)=-m/C3~(rJCr) (r =1, 2).
Then we can obtain the relation between the mass and the length of the spin (classically) of the system (baryon). The length of the spin Jc 2 z = (S"') 2 12, where St<v = Li~~~~Z~l (r) 7r(Mr), has its maximum value when three constituents are rigidly rotating. 61 We get the leading Regge trajectory of baryon CJcz) max= {4tca Cm1 + m2 + m 3 ) 3 } -t; 2 (8) In the figure, we list the predicted masses of resonances on the J, .S, E, Q trajectories.
As for the quantum theory of our trilocal model we shall discuss in the near future.
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Also, it is found that another set of parts,
S-S and V-S parts, is closed in the following forms :
